
 
OFFICE FIT OUT INSTALLATION ADVICE 
 
On painted surfaces (horizontal application) 

1. Mark two or three level points along where the bottom of the board will sit (a laser level works well and 
is a good investment) 

2. Roughly mark two or three points where the top and sides of the board will finish  
3. Sand that part of the surface to remove any bumps or imperfections (hand or orbital sander approx. 

120 grit) 
4. Wipe wall down with clean dry cloth 
5. We also dilute some methylated spirits with water in a spray bottle and spray some of the solution on 

the surface around where the edges of the board will sit then wipe. This isn't a necessity however we 
do it as it gives those sections a better clean. 

6. Once the material is cut to size, place it on the surface in line with the level marks along the bottom. 
7. Ensure that the board is nice and taut/flush against the surface before using masking tape to tape 

down.  
8. Tape one end down, run your hands towards the middle of the board and tape the middle from top to 

bottom and then to the opposite end and tape to secure. On larger pieces (3m + its always a good 
idea to use some extra masking tape especially in the middle so that the board remains stuck and 
does not fall off the wall while you're installing. Also, use 3 people to install if it is your first time 
installing Writeyboard). 

9. Stand back have a look at the positioning of the boards to ensure you are happy with it.  
10. Unstick the tape from one end and peel the material back to the middle point 
11. Cut the backing paper in the middle using a Stanley knife 
12. Have the person holding the material slowly walk their way back towards where he started peeling the 

board back. Stand on an approx. 45 degree agree away from the wall. Be careful not to stand too 
close otherwise the material might start to stick in the middle.  

13. The person holding the material should avoid any sort of pulling or stretching so that the material 
remains relaxed. Using a clean dry cloth start to slowly apply the material working from the middle of 
the board towards the edge in an up and down motion. 

14. Once one half has been applied, take the tape off the middle and opposite side of the board and peel 
the backing paper off the other side - either start peeling from the side or pull the material back and 
start peeling the backing paper off from the middle towards the side. 

15. Follow the same procedure to apply the final half. 
16. Once applied, press over the whole board especially the edges to secure.  
17. OPTIONAL In applications on painted surfaces EG in a fit out where we know the boards are more of 

a permanent solution, we mist some of the clear contact adhesive in the link below on the surface of 
the wall especially around where the edges of the board will sit just to give those sections a bit of extra 
strength. https://www.bunnings.com.au/selleys-150g-kwik-grip-spray-contact-adhesive_p1230081 

Vertical application 
1. For Vertical applications we follow the same process however instead of peeling and applying from left to right 
we peel the top and/or bottom half back to the middle and apply.  
 
Joining 
1. When joining more than one piece together generally we overlap them by approx. 30mm.  
2. We have completed many jobs where we have used two pieces to achieve a larger height. For example, to 
achieve a board size of 2.4 x 4m we will use two pieces each at 1.22 x 4m. In these applications we apply one 
piece through the middle of the wall at 1.22 x 4m then we cut the other piece into two .61 x 4m pieces and apply 
one piece on the top and one piece on the bottom. This is so there are no joins in the main writing space.  
 
Things to avoid 
1. Any other methods of application EG from left to right/right to left or top to bottom.  
 
Glass or similar smooth surfaces 
1. We follow the same installation process without the sanding 
2. On glass surfaces we always give the surface a good clean with the metho and water mixture. Even clean 
where the masking tape will sit as we've found that the tape can peel away quite easily sometimes - it’s like 
there’s an invisible grime on glass that can affect how the tape adheres 
For all application we use a general purpose 50mm thick masking tape. Just be careful when peeling it away on 
painted or fragile surfaces. Painters Tape (Blue) just isn’t sticky enough.  


